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ORDER EXAMPLE
To correctly order this model follow the example specifi ed below:

PRODUCT SHVB#140 007 C5B ST  BNOP R12 COP BNOP

SHVB#140 007 Article code composed of Model, Height (140) and Number of elements (007), see price-list table

C5B Code of standard connector supplied unless otherwise specifi ed in the order, for connector options consult SHV connectors

ST  Standard Support code

BNOP  The standard colour code is BNOP Matte white, for other colours see the Tubes Colour Chart

R12  Connection code that defi nes the type of union for copper pipes or multi-layer pipes found herein at page 222

COP_BNOP  Standard covering code and relative fi nish, standard colour is matte white (BNOP), for other colours see the Tubes Colour 

Chart. The standard option provided is a standard covering and an aesthetic covering – both interchangeable – supplied 

without additional price charge with the same fi nish as the radiator ordered. For further information on possible variants see 

the table in the following page.

ACCESSORIES

 Remote Valve Assembly

 Two standard valves

 Only one valve with 5 cm interaxis

Check valve codes and prices in the table on the side

SOHO BATHROOM - COLOURED & ANODIZED
Single low water content radiator composed of vertical elements entirely made of aluminium

HW

Aesthetic covering for 

SHVB#
Hanger SOHO supplied as 

accessory see page 218

Chrome-plated SOHO towel rail 

included in the price.

Can be installed in any position 

51,6 cm
(8 el.)

Inter-axis 5 cm 

Inter-axis “s”=46,6 cm

44,8 cm
(7 el.)

Inter-axis 5 cm 

Inter-axis “s”=36,6 cm

31,2 cm
(5 el.)

Inter-axis 5 cm 

Inter-axis “s”=ND

NOT available

I=5 cm Centred 

Connector on request 

R05

Rear connection - 5 cm 

centered. Needs to be 

mounted with a Remote 

Valve Assembly (GVR), 

supplied as an accessory.

Standard Connector C5B

Double connector with 

bottom connection, either 

5 cm centered or “s” 

interaxis of towel warmer 

– valves not included

double interaxis

i=5 cm and «S»

POSSIBLE CONNECTORS
SOHO for Bathrooms is available with rear connectors for connection to the 
Remote Valve Assembly (GVR), or with doube C5B connector for standard 
valves, with either 5 cm centered interaxis or with specifi c «S» interaxis.
These types of connectors must be specifi ed when ordering and they are 
supplied WITHOUT an addional price charge.
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SOHO BATHROOM - COLOURED & ANODIZED
Single low water content radiator composed of vertical elements entirely made of aluminium

HW

ADDITIONAL COLOUR CHARGE (see the offi cial Tubes Colour Chart)

Additional color charges are calculated over the Matte white price, for the other categories refer to the additional price charges found here below:

Category C1 and C2 +10%

C3 Category +20%
RAL not included in the colour chart +30%
According to samples  Request feasibility and cost estimate

ANODIZATIONS

The prices found in the table refer to Anodized Silver Aluminium fi nish. For the Anodized BLACK and GREY TITANIUM version + 10%

GVR# RECESSED valve and lockshield assembly for remote connection  

GVRC# Valve and Lockshield assembly for recessed remote connection, COLOUR fi nish  

REMOTE VALVE ASSEMBLY

Valve and Lockshield assembly for remote connection (GVR), can be installed up to a maximum 

distance of 6 metres from the radiator.

Code Description Price 

(€)
OUTIN

Connection of Remote 
Valve Assembly (GVR) 

to water system 

Valve 

Lockshield 
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Connection to radiator 

Standard VALVES (for Valves and Lockshields, valves that can be fi tted with thermostat, Thermostatic valves,or Single pipe, Twin pipe, Stainless steel and thermostatic heads see pages 217 - 218 - 219 - 220)

code Description Price

Z1TLNR#ANR129010 Valve and Lockshield - ValCOLOR Copper 

Angle 1/2” RAL 9010 Glossy Pure White

€  

Z1RAC#R12CRO 2 copper unions diam. 12 mm 

for ValCOLOR Chrome fi nish 

Valve+Lockshield 

€  

ZRCF# Kit with pipe collars for towel warmers €  

code Description

Price

9010

Price

Cromo

Z1TL5NR#ANR12SX... Valves with 5 

cm interaxis 5 

cm - Left

€  €  

Z1TL5NR#ANR12DX...Valves with 5 

cm interaxis 5 

cm - Right

€  €  

CLOSED aesthetic covering with the same colour as the radiator COP (COL.FIN*)  -

CLOSED aesthetic covering with a different colour from the radiator COP (COL.FIN*)  COPSHE#..COP....  

CLOSED aesthetic covering with Galvanized fi nish (e.g.: Chrome, Gold...) COP (COL.FIN*)  COPSHEG#..COP....  

* Colour/fi nish means you have to indicate the code of colour or fi nish required

COVERINGS Ordered with the radiator Ordered after the Radiator

Description Code Price 

(€)
Code Price 

(€)

SHVB#070005 70,0 31,2 526 473   

SHVB#070007 44,8 737 663   

SHVB#070008 51,6 842 758   

SHVB#110005 110,0 31,2 778 700   

SHVB#110007 44,8 1089 980   

SHVB#110008 51,6 1244 1120   

SHVB#130005 130,0 31,2 865 779   

SHVB#130007 44,8 1210 1089   

SHVB#130008 51,6 1383 1245   

SHVB#170005 170,0 31,2 1090 981   

SHVB#170007 44,8 1523 1371   

SHVB#170008 51,6 1744 1570   

Code H

(cm)

L

(cm)

Coloured version Anodized version Anodized 

 (€)

Matte white 

(€)Watts ΔT 50°C Watts ΔT 50°C

SOHO for Bathrooms is available 7 days from the date of order in Matte white code BNOP or Silver anodized aluminium with C5B connector.

In the Anodized version the code SHVB# becomes SHVBA#.


